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GABRIEL YANOWITZ OBITUARY

abriel Yanowitz 
11/04/1991 - 8/18/2021 

Resident of Vancouver, WA 
With deeply broken hearts we announce that Gabriel Yanowitz died tragically on Aug. 18
of an accidental drug overdose at the age of 29 in Vancouver, Washington. He leaves

behind his grieving parents Jerry Yanowitz and Suzanne D'Arcy , his brother Jake,
grandmother Donna Yanowitz, a loved and loving partner Emilie Sorensen, and young
son Dax.  
Gabe was born in Oakland and went to Oakland Hebrew Day School, Joaquin Moraga
Intermediate School, and Campolindo High School in Moraga. He was a sociable and
happy kid. He had a heart of gold, was good-natured and smart with a sly sense of
humor. He was also a risk taker, always racing towards the edge. He was a young man
who loved fast cars and faster motorcycles. Gabe brie�y attended college but was unsure
if that was the right path for him so worked a series of physical and sales jobs thinking
one might lead to a career. He was often making suggestions about improving
operations and systems wherever he worked.  
When crypto currencies emerged, he began reading and learning everything about them.
He started buying and trading not just the larger crypto currencies like Bitcoin,
Ethereum, and Monero, but many of the smaller ones as well. He was in constant
contact with people around the country discussing the newest coins and opportunities.
He named his dog Crypto. He had found his passion. Gabe, who could be very
persuasive, convinced family members in January in invest in a bitcoin mining venture.
Gabe identi�ed where to buy the nine miners and where the best place was to locate
them and soon the venture was very successful. Based on this initial six-month success
Gabe was planning to raise capital for additional miners. There was great volatility and
risk but Gabe loved the action and understood it. At the time of his death, he had plans
to set up a podcast on understanding crypto called "The Crypto Realist." He had ideas, a
vision, and a family that loved him. Those who loved him are shattered by this
inexplicable loss



inexplicable loss.  
Gabe is buried in Gan Shalom Cemetery in the Briones Valley, Contra Costa. Donations
can be made to the charity of one's choice in Gabe's memory. 
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